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Eurobois is postponed in June 2022
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Eurobois, the timber, woodworking machinery and fitting-out trade show organized by GL
events' GreenTech+ division, has announced that its 2022 edition will be held from 14 to
17 June at Eurexpo in Lyon, instead of from 1 to 4 February, as initially planned.
Because everyone's health is a priority for the GL events Group, the show's management
has decided to postpone the 2022 edition. It is in the respect of the sanitary instructions in
force that all the actors of the wood sector will meet from June 14 to 17, 2022 to
exchange, discover the last innovations and create new business opportunities.
Eurobois is already in order to organize the postponement of the 2022 edition and would
like to thank the exhibitors and its partners for their support and loyalty, while many of them
have maintained their commitment.
The organizers are looking forward to seeing all the players in the wood industry for a new
edition of the show, with many highlights, demonstrations and events around innovation,
layout, wood construction but also employment and training.
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ABOUT THE ORGANISER
With 200 events for the general public or professionals organized throughout the world, GL events Exhibitions Operations
has developed a strong expertise in the trade show organization business, a business that must satisfy increasingly
sophisticated marketing, communication and organization techniques while maintaining a close relationship with the players
in its markets.
The Eurobois trade show is organized by the GreenTech+ division, which also manages 8 other events: BePOSITIVE, Open
Energies, HyVolution, ExpoBiogaz, Paysalia, Rocalia and Piscine Global Europe and Horizonia.
With GreenTech+, the GL events group wanted to play its full part in the major environmental issues, with a unique format
that brings together and offers new visibility to the sectors of the future.
The ambition is twofold: to create business opportunities for exhibitors and visitors, and to provide a platform for
international networking that encourages exchanges between the various players. GreenTech+ is the accelerator through
which this new GL events Group entity is committed to supporting the industry's players in their development, seeking out
the solutions of tomorrow and leading our citizens increasingly towards eco-responsibility.

